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Johns Hopkins

“I swear by Apollo the Healer, by Asclepius, by Hygieia, by 
Panacea...” begins the original Hippocratic Oath. While we 
no longer swear by the Greek gods, the spirit behind their 
invocation remains the same: we dedicate ourselves to the 
practice of medicine, the healing of others.

Practicing medicine inherently involves learning about 
humanity: understanding the lives, beliefs, and challenges 
involuted in one’s perception of wellness and illness. We 
believe the arts enhance our understanding of medicine and 
humanity, allowing us to reflect on narratives shared with us 
or experienced by us, to visualize scenarios from a variety of 
perspectives, and to process the challenges inherent in life.

Our group strives to be a platform for the creation, 
discussion, and analysis of the arts as related to medicine. 
The Hopkins Arts in Medicine Society began as a space for 
students to pursue and share their artistic passions with 
each other. We hope it continues to be a space for creativity 
to unfold, accessible to all who want to participate, 
regardless of artistic background.

Panacea is a manifestation of this mission: a publication 
celebrating our endeavors to reflect upon the world around 
us. All work published in these pages was created by current 
medical students during their time in medical school.

Check us out online 
Email: hopkinsAIMS@gmail.com 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/HopkinsAIMS 
Web: www.hopkinsAIMS.org
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Peyer’s Patches
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I imagine my belly as a beluga whale. there are barnacles in all the right places. Two days after 
new year’s my tonsils swell so big I talk with golden eggs in my mouth. I wanna kiss but I don’t. I 

wanna kiss but holy shit, Kermit the Frog, it’s not 

your fucking pillow. yesterday morning I cried three times - once for breakfast, once at the fifteen 
minute mark, once thinking about a cafe, an arm to hide under, about moving this bed to the 

window where we can turn our heads and fall into 

the sky. dreams without fruit flies like 

the one last night. I packed two suitcases and when I left, I could hear you holding hands under-
neath the sheets. I wake up and think: there are barnacles growing in my belly. they are in all the 

right places. I kiss it - 

thank you! 
Thank you! 

Good morning! 

and she sings.

Helicopter Parents. Isabel Lake

Juliana Fan
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Closed fingers

One critical step I learned in child development
Is object permanence: Knowing though someone is not visible, 

they still exist.
They, across the table from you

Behind closed fingers
Then chirping “Peekaboo!”

Their face springing forward from hands
We learning they had always been there.

One critical step we learn growing older
Is the inverse:

We knowing they are always there
Their face growing wrinkles from years

Then chirping “Hello!” 
On the phone, behind closed fingers
They, across the country from you.

Knowing though someone is not visible, they still exist --

Until they don’t.
No hands to open again

No face to greet after the pause
No relief to accompany the play.

There is no “Peekaboo”
There exists only you
Still on the other side

Wondering where they went.

Jaclyn Nguyen

The Desolation. Andrew Hersh
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Hopkins Gothic

It is your first lyft, but it will not be your 
last. You pass an aging metropolis marked 
at each block with an eerily similar bench, 

all inscribed with the epitaph: Baltimore, the 
Greatest City in America. When was this poll 
taken? You don’t remember voting. And despite 
their ubiquity, you don’t remember ever seeing 
anyone sit on one of these benches. One time, 
you thought you saw a man nearing one of 
their seats, but he seemed to vanish just as he 
was about to take rest. Or maybe it was a trick 
of the light. In the distance you see a stately 
brick building with a high dome looming over 
the city, whose inhabitants eye it with concert-
ed unease. Inside the building is a large statue 
of Jesus, and though you cannot see him, he is 
always watching you. He sees all, and will not 
forget. Under his heavy gaze, you exit the Lyft.

You enter AMEB, and on your right see an im-
age of an old white couple. They are the Arm-
strongs, and they own this building. They paid 
for it with blood, centuries ago. You must pay 
them a tithe to continue in, and so slide a quar-
ter into the shrine posted under their hungry 
mouths. Have you not already sold your soul 
to this place? You have, but what is a quarter 
more? At least it’s not a blood tax. 

You take a seat in the back of Strauch Auditori-
um East, and are greeted by a cacophony of 120 
students tapping the space bars on their com-
puters in unison. Why do they need so much 
space? “What is happening?” You ask a neigh-
bor. You think you saw them at second look 
weekend, but now they look just slightly off, 
eyes glazed over, and ego creeping through the 
cracks in their facade. They do not move their 
eyes off of their screen to answer you. “You 
should use Anki.” What is Anki? “You should 
download Zanki.” Who is Zanki? “I’m sorry I 
can’t talk, studying for Step.” It is your first day.

Isabel Lake

You climb the stairs up to anatomy lab, and at 
each landing are greeted by another portrait of 
an old white man. Another floor, this one has a 
snow-white beard and hungry eyes that follow 
each passing student— they seem to linger on 
the plumper ones. Another floor, this one looks 
like he could have been alive this century. An-
other floor— wait, how many floors has it been? 
Eight? Ten? There have been so many stairs you 
cannot remember. 

Finally you reach the lab, but for the first time 
in your memory it is void of souls— alive or 
dead or in purgatory. An eerie smoke clouds 
the space; it seems to be originating from your 
station, and its warm tendrils reach out to you, 
drawing you in with a magnetic pull. You reach 
your bay. The entire class is there, waiting. It 
is time for your anatomy presentation. “The 
thorax,” you begin, but you cannot remem-
ber anything about the thorax. What is even 
in the thorax? The heart? You look down and 
see it still beating in your cadaver’s chest. The 
nose? You do not know, because one of your 
partners—the one who cut through flesh with 
an unsettlingly familiar skill—did the entire 
dissection. You look up and see them holding 
a scalpel menacingly. “I will be The Surgeon,” 
they say, “You will be a pathologist.” Behind 
them, you see a drawing of the brachial plexus 
on your whiteboard, but you did not draw it, 
and you don’t remember seeing it there when 
you came in. You don’t even see markers in 
the room. How did it appear? You look to the 
timer, it reads 3 minutes. You blink and it reads 
12. “Your time is up, anatomy is over” says Dr. 
Sylvester. Over? But it just began?

SFM brings with it a wave of newness. Half of 
the class disappears, but you choose not to ask 
questions. Max parts his hair differently, and 
you start to wonder if he is even still himself 

Unraveling at the Seams. Sara Wallam
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anymore, or if his body was taken over by some shadowy soul of a forever-student. The profes-
sors seem foreign to you— almost extra-terrestrial. You could have sworn you saw an ominous 
flying object flame into Upper Fells the night before Macromolecules started. And they all seem 
to speak an indecipherable code: Nobel Prize, IQ, consanguineous marriage— what are these 
words and why are they so important? You don’t know, and your unease grows each time those 
words slip from Dr. Nathans’ lips. Is this the start of some ritual? Half of the remaining class dis-
appears. 

You wonder where your classmates went, and try not to think about how 929 looks like a prison, 
or how you haven’t seen anyone ever come back outside its walls.

You have quizzes every day, all day, forever. Sherrie Fornoff tells you that you have received an 
average of 81% on the quizzes, but you cannot recall ever passing one. What math is she using? It 
is not the arithmetic you have learned. And your professors are not using the English you know. 
“Fructose-1,6-Bisphosphatase” another old white man whispers in your ear. “Phosphoribosyl-
pyrophosphate,” slithers out of his mouth, the heat of his breath choking you. The word comes 
out as a hiss, and you think out of the corner of your eye you see his tongue flick. Perhaps this is 
indeed Hogwarts, and this man is speaking to you in Parseltongue. That would make sense— the 
ghosts of old Lasker Prize winners still wander the hallowed halls of the school, ensuring their 
legacies are remembered for all eternity. “I discovered this, right here, at Hopkins,” they chant 
in cannon. But you already know, you have always known, for your professors recite that same 
mantra every morning like a prayer. Are you in a cult?

As Halloween approaches, the ghosts come 
out with a greater thirst for dominion. 
They force the students to compete in their 
names, and you see your classmates emerge 
from their colleges as zombies, ready to die 
en masse for the glory of their namesakes. 
You rush to the atrium to join battle, and 
are met with a barrage of dodgeballs. They 
fly with unnatural speed, bewitched with 
the same invincibility complex as seems 
to infect your peers. Your enemies are hit, 
but they do not leave the court. Did no one 
see them get hit? Wait, are you sure you hit 
them? Yes, and you hit them again. They still 
do not leave, and they never will. 

You look up, and see the translucent person-
ages of Florence Sabin and Helen Taussig 
peering greedily at you over the fourth floor 
balcony. The sea of purple and orange clash-
ing around you gradually grows red with 
blood. Daniel Nathans is pleased.  

Your peers were preternaturally enthusiastic 
about autumn, but now that it has arrived, 
they grow quieter, muted, as if they know 
that the true cause of the changing leaves 
along North Broadway is Cynthia Wolberg-
er’s resurgence of power. 

The trees are a deceptive beauty, a harbin-
ger for darker times. There is a shift in the 
air. Macy’s spinning classes are more ir-
regular. Where has her superhuman energy 
gone? You thought you saw her examining 
the portrait of the white-bearded man yes-
terday, and you noticed that today he looks a 
little less hungry. And Mya’s trips to Bmore 
Licks gradually diminish. But perhaps that’s 
for the best— the last time you were there 
you noticed their flavors had started to 
change. Cuban Coffee Oreo has a redder tint 
than usual and a new metallic taste, and the 

thought creeps into your mind that you nev-
er figured out where the cadavers went after 
anatomy ended. You don’t go back there.

Your Oasis is empty. You take it as a bless-
ing— it is never correct, and the last time 
you checked, all of your class descriptions 
simply read “Jack,” repeated, over and over, 
until the page ran off the bottom of the 
screen.

You ascend in the JHOC elevator to a floor 
that seems too high to exist in an older brick 
building. You look outside the window and 
you cannot see the ground, but you notice 
the clouds are not too far below your alti-
tude. Dr. Shochet hands you 3 candy bars as 
you check in for CFM. There is always can-
dy, and they always offer too much. Are they 
trying to fatten you up? You wonder what 
they do with the students who fail SPEX, and 
what the CAP advisors will be serving at the 
end-of-year Holiday Feast. You pocket the 
Milky Ways anyway.

You walk to your room, and as you near, you 
begin to hear an ominous chorus: “Strong, 
strong, strong, strong.” It is almost a hymn, 
beautiful yet haunting, just barely sinister. 
It crescendos until your ears almost bleed, 
and then all of the sudden, stops. The si-
lence is suffocating. You stare at your SP and 
they stare back. You are unsure what to say. 
Then, almost mechanically, the words fall 
out of your mouth: “Do you have any ideas?” 
Why should they have ideas? Who is the 
doctor? Who is conducting this interview? 
A stethoscope has appeared in your hands, 
but you do not know how to use it. It weighs 
heavy, and will not fit comfortably in your 
palms. You can never hear a heartbeat, not 
even your own. You place your fingers along 
your carotid, but all you feel is the absence 
of a pulse. “Congratulations,” you advisor 
beams, “you are ready for the wards.”

The Dragon's Cave. Andrew Hersh
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You still haven’t contacted any mentors 
about your scholarly concentration. The 
MD/PhD students all share a raucous laugh. 
Their laughter never ends, and their hair all 
slowly turns grey. They are still students.

Winter is approaching, and the season’s first 
snow covers the AMEB skylight, dimming 
the spirits inside. You grow increasingly per-
plexed about the topics your faculty deem 
important: chlorophyll, broccoli, a serving 
of vegetables. You remember how they said 
“you” and not “us” when describing human 
metabolism, and notice that their hair grows 
thick and weedy in the sunlight, perhaps 
too fast. They never blink. You do not ask 
questions in class. All of the microphones 
are broken anyways. They have always been 
broken. A man named John said he was 
fixing them, but you have never seen any 
evidence of him or of repairs. 

Though you cannot translate the cryptic al-
phabet soup served in your lectures, one of 
your classmates can. They did research on 
this language, the one that haunts you. They 
did research on everything. They discovered 
comic sans. They wrote your curriculum, all 
while you were asleep last night. Maybe you 
will try not sleeping.

It is December. Fog rolls up the walls of 
AMEB, enveloping all four floors. You can 
only see the faint suggestion of lyft head-
lights waiting in the McElderry circle. They 
wink at you, and you choose to avoid eye 
contact. They are waiting for students that 
will never leave. No one can leave. No one 
wants to take their chances with the fog. 

You begin a course on public health— and 
although some students swear that it has 
been going on for months, you have no 

memory of it. Your group leader discusses 
temporality, and the concept hangs heavy 
in your mind. Time is a dimension you do 
not understand, and the paths between 
exposure and outcome blend before your 
eyes. We begin and end with TIME. Osler 
still teaches the classes in room 326. Cynthia 
Wolberger does not age. The last week of 
classes creeps past at an unsettlingly slow 
crawl. You feel your brain start to liquify 
inside your skull— perhaps it is an artifact of 
the preservation.

The lyfts are still waiting. You decide to 
brave the fog, and the air outside smells 

salty, as if water rose into the air directly from the harbor to meet you at Johns Hopkins. As you 
escape, you see the Wenz barista offer you a solemn wave. You have always felt that she was 
shielding you from some shadowy energy. She was a beacon of light in a dark world. But she can 
help you no more. She disappears behind the fog, and so does the entire school. Your lyft begins 
to drive, and the fog thins unnaturally fast. You wish it hadn’t. The world outside has changed. 
When? You drive past Patterson Park, the pagoda has fallen. Her lights are strewn over the nearby 
cannons. One of them fires at you, though you see no people around who could have lit the flint. 
The projectile misses you but slams into Bmore Licks, which had already fallen into disrepair, as 
if they ran out of ingredients and were forced out of business. 

You realize you are already far past your house, but the driver does not stop. You are well outside 
of the 1.5 mile radius now. How will you get back? ...Get back where? When did you get in this 
car? The only thing you can remember is ectopic pregnancy. Your driver drops you off on the next 
corner, where you see a bench engraved with the epitaph: Baltimore, the Greatest City in Amer-
ica. You know you have seen a bench like this before. But this one has a man sitting on it. He is 
familiar, too, but you cannot remember where from. He has a snow-white beard, and his eyes are 
hungry.
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An Eye for Peace

In her girlhood, my mother sat under evergreen trees along the banks of the Nile,
Her teeth sinking into ripe purple figs 

with their syrupy liqueur drizzling down her fingers.
My grandmother, too, lived her first love on a Nile houseboat 

That swayed under her young, frolic footsteps.
That Nile is in our kitchen today, and my mother refuses to leave. 

‘This is my home and my mother’s home.’
Her voice raw, her swollen eyes scanning the ground 

For a stone that’s left unturned. 
But the Nile was never our home. 

It always moved forward with unfettered majesty,
Only now it was with a sobering harshness
That swept all signs of charm from its face.

One moment, we all saw it. 
With startling speed, windows on both sides of our house

Flew open and water flooded out of pots, vessels and waterskins.
Blood gushed out of the fiery sun, 

as if reflecting the scenes underneath it.
The moon, too, had disappeared completely. 

 I glimpsed icy defeat in my mother’s feigned smile,
As I saw ruin in the delicate wrinkles around her eyes.

My mother finally comes with me
Her arms clasped around my tiny shoulders. 
We packed an entire life into a few suitcases 

And flew swiftly high above the Nile 
Like flocks of white doves that know 

We shall make peace with its waters one day. 
But for today, we walk as if our lives had no beginning,

Just distant, stone-aged memories.

Christeen Samuel

At the scrub sink

At the scrub sink
cold water running down my arms

another surgery looms
I think of my daughter

standing on her tippy toes
her soapy hands in mine

sticky with the day’s adventures.
 

How long can I shield her
cradle her innocence?

 
and will water wash away
the messes we’ve made?

Brandi Braud Scully

Lost in Connection. Maria Fazal
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She

She looks at me.
As if she weren’t me.
As if she weren’t broken
Or tired
Or trying. 
As if she wasn’t lonely
Or afraid
Or alone. 
She looks. 

She looks at me
As if she could see through.
As if she could parse the pain.
And select which one
She holds.
And the rest would dissolve
In my tears
Would disappear
Inexisting
Gone. 

She looks at me 
As if she could see
As if she could feel
And touch 
And heal,
The broken heart we hold.
The hearts that are told
That they are to exist
No more. 

And I do not know what to do
So I stare.
At her heart that beats
with the loudest murmur I’ve heard
And I ask does it hurt.
And she says.
It is the voice of all those
I’ve held
The voice of all those
I’ve loved,
Of all those I’ve heard.
And all I hear is
No.  

Her hurt defies what I was taught
For it is not her body that aches
But her heart. 
Later that day,
In my notes I write
Patient has a murmur.
And in my heart
I write her name.

Pranjal Agrawal

Play-Doh Fingers

Hospital room beds become race car tracks
 

For his sticky Play-Doh fingers
 

Fumbling with imaginary spaceship throttles
 

And taping IVs onto the plush yellow fur of Mr. Ducky
 

Don’t worry,
 

he tells me
 

Ducky will only hurt for a little
 

I know.
 

Pieces of a childhood
 

Scattered like discarded dinosaurs
 

On the hospital linoleum
 

Muffled shrieks of giddy joy
 

Behind the closed door of the playroom
 

As I see his tiny head become bald from one week to the next
 

But his smile just as big
 

Cracked white with dry skin like the angry scar across his chest
 

He leans eagerly against me to hear my heart beat with his “stoscope”

Meher Kalkat

heart. Julie Shade
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i wake up smaller in the morning

but i am accustomed to this
my bedroom window rattles   
i look out into the lithium dawn  gray wind blowing  
and see the shadow of a sparrow 
   tumbling towards the choked streetlights below    
if only i had taken the time to paint bars down the window  
 he might still be alive
a single crushed feather still clings to the fiberglass 

i do things that aren’t 
good for me  each day i take inventory   
 the orbit of my wrist bones  
 breath rattling between ribs
 stomach full of paradoxes
my mom used to say no matter how many times you
wash the rice, it will  never  be truly clean
 i want to skip dinner but she says no   she asks 
 if i would like to go back to xishui, china where my dad
 had been raised picking rice underneath the fermenting sun
  how would i feel then
i know she means well  
i sit next to my dad at the table  he comments that
my veins are beginning to look like cobalt highways 
yesterday i ran eight miles along the highway
slipping      
 around the corner of the ramp  the trash can there 
had coughed stale donuts and cold coffee all over the pavement 
 there’s a cough
at the back of my throat too a flightless itch 
 turning sour digesting itself i want it gone but i also 
  shelter it 

there’s pictures of my parents hidden in the jewelry box i decorated 
in first grade   the photos have curled 
to shield themselves from dust motes  i’ve kept them
ever since my dad first felt   an ache in his spine  my mom
an echo in her hip  i remember that one day i will have to leave 
their ashes
 wind-blown
 sunny side up in the river  
  in my head they are always forty and proud of me 
every few months my mom asks me to pluck her white hairs 
 rice woven between black elysian fields  
it aches to hurt someone else  i tell her that the damage is  

Bessie Liu

irreversible   

and tomorrow i will walk past the body of the sparrow
 brown flight feathers snapped by the brittle wind 
 half-closed eyes emblazoned with blue-white fear
 blood from its six-story fall baked to a crisp black scab 
  on the sidewalk  under amorphous sunlight
and to think he tried so hard to live but didn’t know any better
  what am I    afraid of  it is hard to put
into words 
grief is recursive  the thought of grief   a lifetime commitment  
 it aches to hurt someone else    
it should be the same for myself but I am a kaleidoscope of contradictions
I’m sorry  Mom and Dad I’m trying 
 to break the cycle 
and one day I swear I’ll be able to write  this poem again 
  without pain at the tip of my pen
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Her Eyelids

When Halmoni left, I forgot
her plump eyelids 

marshmallows she squeezed
as sunlight wrapped her visor.

She walked with me 
her mind opaque but soul  

a clear reflection of the clouds
on the marsh waters around us.

When Halmoni left, her face left
me until I met my cadaver  
whose swollen eyelids  

pale yellow enclosing a dark
sliver of open eye made me

turn away in unease.  

Had she, too, been a grandmother? 

I found Halmoni’s smile 
in my cadaver’s orbicularis oculi
under gloved fingers I imagined

her muscle fibers tighten 
lower eyelids into crescent
moons cupping crystal 
spheres of weary joy. 

Perhaps Halmoni’s eyelids 
perhaps my cadaver’s eyelids

perhaps this thin layer  
was the veil of her soul.

Lily Kwak

In memory of my grandmother, Sung-Suk Lee 
(1934-2021)

A Lesson on  
Spider Angiomata

“He should be dead in two years,”
at least that’s what the doctor told
me before I entered and met you,

lost in loose-fitting sweats, then listened
to you reminisce about the forty years

of Cuba Libres with breakfast in Key West 
that left your liver shipwrecked, belly 

swollen, and skin studded with starbursts.

“He’s handled all this with phenomenal 
grace,” the doctor remarked, yet the faraway 
look in your honey eyes reflected a yearning

for the road trips and ripe tomatoes of a warmer 
place—where you were more than a constellation

and nowhere near the island you’re 
stranded on now, down the list, waiting

for a match and a miracle.

Ridge Maxson
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Co-founders of Black Lives Matter. Mary Grace Bowring

A Heart to Heart on Healing. Lekha Yesantharao
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love is a verb: sonnets
I

I often think about evolution.
About how things don’t change

until suddenly they do. Years after mollusks die,
all that remains is the shell. I think this

is where we first learned
to mistake soft for weak.

Today you hold my hand and hum me to sleep.
I wonder what it must be like

to have survived the seas of time
and still be so sweet—

how extraordinary it is
that you can still love me so gently

it teaches me
to be soft with you too.

Edwina Kisanga

II
Sometimes when I reach over
to brush the hair from your face

I think, “How nice it’d be
to need no reason but gravity
to rest against your cheek.”

I do not lean on you often. I have seen
strong winds send your feather bones

flying. But sometimes, sitting beside you,
your collarbone begs for decoration

as my heavy head for rest.

I lean on you then
and when the wind blows,
I imagine us drifting

away together.
III

Today, bell hooks reminded me
that love is a verb. Today I am thinking
about how I love and am loved by you.

Like when you laugh giddily
before singing me the song that’s stuck in your head—

how every time, I’m just as moved
as when you first sang to me—

how your name caresses my tongue as I speak,
but I know you have never belonged to me,

only to yourself—

how I belong to myself too,
and we could be our selves anywhere
but we keep choosing to be together

over and over and over again.

28
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Wonder. Ishu Sivakumar

Panacea is a publication of creation and reflection for the medical students of Johns Hopkins 
as we encounter medicine, learn the art of care for the patient, and combine all this into a 

library of our personal experience as physicians.

P A N A C E A

We are constantly trying to improve and would love 
your feedback. Please scan this QR code and fill out 
a feedback form and share some of your thoughts.


